SAS International is a British manufacturer of interior products meeting the ever-increasing demands of clients and specifiers worldwide.

As governments around the world start to ease the rules around lockdown, the agenda for organisations will now be to look at ways in minimizing the transmission of Coronavirus within their places of business.

In light of this, the SAS team have developed a range of Personal Space Management products that can be used in a variety of applications such as:

• Healthcare
• Commercial spaces
• Retail and leisure
• Construction sites

Designed to be retrofitted, the screens contribute to the practise of social distancing without the occupier having to physically change the layout of the current space.
As well as minimising the transmission of viruses in a space, organisations will now also have a responsibility to provide an environment that is safe for their employees and clients to visit. SAS International have been developing products that not only contribute to the global effort of social distancing but aid in building confidence in those that will soon revisit premises such as their workplace, service provider or retail outlets. These include:

- Glazed panels & kits
- Desk & office space screens
- Hospital cubicles
- Changing area cubicles
- Clean room area cubicles

These products have been designed, engineered and manufactured in the UK. The products enable companies to repurpose exiting areas quickly whilst minimising disruption. The configurations with the additions of panels or screens can create a safer environment that lasts, saving time and potential costs of moving the office layout and losing space.

Why use Personal Space Management?

**The Products**

- Desk Screens
- Clean Area Cubicles
- Distancing Screens
- Changing Cubicles
High quality, durable and affordable.

With the uncertain nature of the pandemic, social distancing could be a practise maintained the next few years, and so, SAS have designed a framed glass solution. The choice of glass over plastic means our customers are offered a product that is higher in quality, more durable yet still affordable. Key to the current situation and requirements, glass can be regularly cleaned without acquiring scratches or the ‘milky’ consistency which plastic is susceptible to.

The Features

- A solutions to re-open a workplace or place of business sooner
- Flexible products which can be modified or adapted to the office layout
- Robust solutions that will not need replacing during the potential timeframes proposed for social distancing measures
- Easy to clean and will withstand this on a frequent basis
- Aesthetic design options for corporate requirements
- Choice of finishes
- These products are designed & made from
  - Aluminum
  - Antibacterial paint finish options
  - Glass
  - Solid/Laminate faced panels

Installation

- Limited tools required
- Quick and easy to build
- Modular and reconfigurable
- Kit & ready to install solutions for fast turnaround

Availability & Lead Time

SAS International have solutions available within 3 – 5 days. These sustainable products engineered in the UK and supplied in Kit format ready for fast installation.
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